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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true regarding the digital assistant\\'s Help system intent? 

A. You can define utterances that the digital assistant will recognize when the user is asking for help. 

B. The help intent cannot route the conversation to a specific state within a skill. 

C. The utterances for the help intent are predefined and cannot be changed. 

D. If the digital assistant recognizes the user is asking for help, it will automatically route the conversation to a skill
called "Help". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Assuming that conversation is a reference to the Bots Node SDK, which two sets of code statements to access the
custom component\\'s orderid and userAccount input parameters are valid? 

A. const order = conversation.properties().orderid; const account = conversation.properties().userAccount; 

B. const order = conversation.request().variables[orderid\\']; const account = conversation.request
().variables[\\'accountName 1); 

C. const order = conversation.variable(1 orderid\\'); const account = conversation.variable(\\'accountName1); 

D. const{ orderid } = conversation.properties(); const { accountName> = conversation.properties(); 

E. const{ orderid } = conversation.variable(); const { accountName } = conversation.variable(); 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 3

As per Oracle\\'s recommendation, which is the best practice regarding conversational design? 

A. Ask users open-ended questions such as "how can I help you?" 

B. To account for possible mistakes, make it clear to users that the bot is still learning. 

C. Use quick reply buttons (as opposed to natural language inputs) as much as possible. 

D. Ensure that capabilities of the bot f the things that it can and can\\'t do") are clear and discoverable. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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A user is in the middle of a conversation flow with a digital assistant but then triggers the Exit system intent by saying
"get me out of here". Which statement is true? 

A. Depending on digital assistant routing parameters, the user will be prompted to confirm exiting from the current
conversation. 

B. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is lower than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 

C. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is greater than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 

D. Because the user didn\\'t explicitly specify the invocation name of the skill when exiting, the user will always be
prompted to confirm exiting the current conversation. 

E. The conversation will resume at a state in the skill defined by a digital assistant parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Imagine that you have a financial planning skill. Which two functionalities would typically be implemented as a custom
component? 

A. displaying any type of input component 

B. routing the dialog flow based on values returned from a backend service 

C. returning the current value of a requested stock price in a skill message 

D. running the skill within a webpage 

E. routing to another skill within the suite of skills assembled within a digital assistant 

Correct Answer: BD 
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